Emotional Intelligence in Healthcare Leadership
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Effective leadership is important in team management and the delivery of services in healthcare. Healthcare services work in a team that requires inter-team, intra-team, inter-department and effective communication with the hospital administration. It requires leadership with healthcare providers like paramedics and allied health workers. Different teams have conflicts and require motivation for better service delivery. The gap is evident in healthcare leadership in Pakistan. We do not have formal teaching and training in healthcare in emotional intelligence (EI). EI helps a leader understand, engage, and motivate a team. A leader’s EI skills have an important role in setting organizational culture. In the year 2022, this gap exists in health care regulations and accreditation bodies2.

According to Daniel Goleman, “all effective leaders are blended under the umbrella of the high level of development of EI”. Psychologists Peter Salovey and John Mayer stated that EI is a section of social intelligence, and they defined EI as the ability to perceive and express emotions, assimilate emotions and thoughts, understand and explain emotions, and regulate emotions (one’s own and those of other people). In healthcare, it starts with patient family-centered care (bedside manners), effective communication, problem-solving skill and the ability to do multitask. It has interpersonal skills such as self-awareness (identifying and understanding own emotions), and self-management (using emotions to facilitate thoughts and manage emotions). They are also called personal competence. Interpersonal skills include social awareness (identifying and understanding others’ emotions) and relationship management (using and managing other emotions). They can also be called social competence3.

In interpersonal self-awareness of own emotions, their appropriate interpretation or appraisal and self-assessment are needed. In emotional awareness of interpersonal skill, one needs to recognize the feeling in some proximity, the ability to note body signs and identify the behavior that may indicate your feelings. It is not a behavior of a person but the appraisal of emotions is the main reason for the reaction. One must be able to understand the inner dialogue before any action or reaction. Self-assessment implies awareness about own strengths and weaknesses, good learning from experience, openness to feedback, and others’ ideas, and showing a sense of humor about self. The interpersonal skill of self-management involves emotional composure (self-control, productive self-talk and conditional relaxation), adaptability (flexibility, openness to change and managing multiple demands), motivation (confidence, optimism, enthusiasm and resilience) and personal integrity explaining understanding and alignment between values and behavior. Social awareness is about empathy (staying sensitive and attend other needs and feelings), social integrity (Conscientiously meeting your commitments, being accountable to others, demonstrating honesty with others and leading to trust) and awareness of other emotions. Relationship management in interpersonal skills requires communication, rapport, conflict management and leadership4.

Communication is about actively listening to others, showing assertiveness, keeping positive body language and giving the right feedback. A good leader listens to understand, focuses on content and maintains emotional subtext while listening. Assertiveness is about clearly identifying and communicating intentions and requests. The body language depicts a person positioning, facial expression and voice tone. Feedback is important to maintain confidence and improve a person’s competencies. Rapport is about reciprocity, and building relationships based on similarities and differences. It is about connecting effectively with others and leading with trust.
Conflict management is a basic block of leadership that requires good EI. It is about identifying potential conflicts, knowing your conflict management style moving beyond positions to interests encouraging debate and looking for win-win solutions. There are different conflict management styles including competition, avoidance, accommodation, compromise and collaboration. Also, there are different leadership styles including authoritative, affiliative, democratic, pacesetting and coaching leadership styles. A leader must understand their leadership style and improve their EI to work as an effective leader to contribute to healthcare. A doctor works as a clinician with additional responsibility as a leader. He delivers at personal, community and social levels for which good EI is important. EI is not an innate skill. It requires proper training to improve mental wellbeing, quality of social life and workplace performance. Ingraining this skill at the undergraduate level is essential for effective personal (empathy and compassion) and professional life (clinical outcome). We need to understand our problems of leadership in health care. This problem can be better solved by adding a module on EI and leadership in the undergraduate and postgraduate curricula. The teaching and training of future doctors can help us effectively remove barriers. Additionally, training courses on the national issues of EI and leadership can help us fill this gap.
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